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Abstract. The possibilitythat a significantpart of the energyof the planetary-wavedisturbaneesof the tropospheremay propagateinto the upper atmosphereis investigated.The propagation is analogousto the transmissionof electromagneticradiation in heterogeneousmedia.
It is foundthat the effectiveindexof refractionfor the planetarywavesdependsprimarily on the
distributionof the meanzonalwind with height.Energy is trapped(reflected)in regionswhere
the zonalwindsare easterlyor are largeand westerly.As a consequence,
the summercircumpolar
anticycloneand the winter circumpolarcyclonein the upper stratosphereand mesosphere
are
little influencedby lower atmospheremotions.Energy may escapeinto the mesosphere
near the
equinoxes,whenthe upper-atmosphere
zonalflow reverses.At thesetimestunnelingof the energy
through a reflectingbarrier is alsopossible.Most of the time, however,there appearsto be little
mechanicalcouplingon a planetary scalebetweenthe upper and lower atmospheres.
Troposphericsourcesof wave disturbancesin the zonal flow are baroclinicinstability and the
forcingaction of zonally asymmetricheating and topography.The transmissivityof the upper
atmosphereincreaseswith wavelengthand is greater for the forced perturbationsthan for the
unstabletroposphericwaves,whoselengthsmust be smallerthan the critical length for instability.
The analysisindicatesthat baroclinicallyunstablewave disturbancesoriginatingin the troposphereprobably do not propagateenergyvertically at all.
When energy is propagatedto great heights, nonlinear vertical eddy transportsof heat and
morlaentumassociatedwith the vertically propagatingwaves shouldmodify the basic zonal flow.
However, when the wave disturbance is a small stationary perturbation on a zonal flow that
variesvertically but not horizontally, the second-ordereffect of the eddieson the zonal flow is zero.

1. INTRODUCTION

Motions in the upper atmosphereare of two
kinds,thosewhoseimmediatesourcesof energy
are in the upper atmosphereitself and those
whose energy is transmitted from the lower
atmosphere.An exampleof the former is ionosphericturbulence.An exampleof the latter is
the solar semidiurnaltide, in which the gravitational attraction of the sun, actingon the lower,
massive,part of the atmosphere,producesan
upward-propagating
gravity wave. Certain irregular motions in the D and lower E regionsof
the ionosphere,which have been revealed by
observationsof meteor trails, may also, as has
been suggestedby Hines [1959], be due to the
propagation of gravity waves from the lower
atmosphere.
Little is known of the long-period,planetaryscalemotionsin the upperatmosphere,although
motionsof this type in the tropospherecontain
• Present address: Department of Mathematics,
Bristol University, Bristol, England.

the bulk of the atmosphere'senergy. To what
extent are such disturbances coupled to the
motions in the troposphere?To what extent is
the so-calledbreakdown of the polar-night jet
in the stratosphereassociatedwith motions in
the troposphere?(The causesof the breakdown
are discussedby Murray [1960].) How much of
the energy in the tropospherepropagatesinto
the upper atmosphere?The answers to these
questionswould seemto be central to an understanding of the planetary-scalemotions of the
upper atmosphere.Thus it has long beena source
of wonderto oneof us that the upper-airmotions
are not coupled in a more obvious manner to
thosein the lower atmosphere,as, for example,
the motions in the solar chromosphereand
corona are thought to be coupled to those in
the convectivelayer of the sun [cf. Kuiper,
1953].The tidal oscillations,aswell as the gravity
waves studied by Hines, travel upward with a
slowly decreasingkinetic energy density. If the
large-scaletroposphericmotionswere to propagate in this manner, then, because of their
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vastly greater energy, an atmospheric corona
would in all likelihood be produced.The kinetic
energy density in the lower troposphereis of
the order of 108 ergs cm-8. If this energy were
to travel upward with little attenuation and be
converted into heat by friction or some other
means at, say, 100 km, where the density is
diminished by a factor of 10-6, it would raise
the air temperature to about 100,000øK. At
such temperatures most of the atmosphere
would escapethe earth's gravitational field. It
is important for the understandingof the upper
atmosphericmotionsto know why this doesnot

2. DERIVATION OF THE WAVE EQUATION
We shall be concerned with wave disturbances

whose horizontal wavelengthsare comparable
in size with the earth's radius and whose orbital

periods are large comparedwith the period of
the earth's

rotation.

Such disturbances are

certainly quasi-hydrostaticin the sensethat the
vertical componentsof the forces of pressure
and gravity are nearly in balance.That they are
also quasi-geostrophic,
i.e., that the horizontal
componentsof the pressureand Coriolis forces
are nearly in balance, may be seen as follows.
Let U be a characteristichorizontal particle or
occur, i.e., why the troposphericenergy is so phase velocity, S a characteristic horizontal
effectivelytrapped.
length, and 9 the angular speedof the earth's
The reverseproblem,the mechanicalpropaga- rotation. We constructthe Rossbynumber
tion of energy from the upper into the lower
Ro ---- U/95
atmosphere,has receivedsomeattention because
of hopes of associatingweather changeswith which measures the ratio of the horizontal comfluctuations in electromagneticor corpuscular ponentof the inertial forceto that of the Coriolis
radiation

from the sun. At the moment it seems

that thesehopesare doomedto disappointment,
for by any physicalconsideration
sofar advanced
the energiesinvolvedare insignificant.
Vertical propagationin planetary wave systems has previously been studied by Charney
[1949], who found the speedof energy propagation in the vertical (vertical componentof group
velocity) to have a maximum value of about 5
km per day at middle latitudes. This work was
extended by Ooyama [1958] to the downward
propagationof a pulse in a resting atmosphere.
I-Its results 'lent little support to proposalsof
the existence of anomalous

solar-weather

rela-

tionships.'
Charney was concernedwith the upper atmosphere only as a boundaryfor the lower atmosphere, and both he and Ooyama took the
atmosphereto be at rest with respect to the
moving earth. But it can be shown that the
transmissivity of the upper atmosphere to
planetary waves is exceedinglysensitiveto the
mean zonal wind structure. Indeed, we shall
show in the present paper that it is primarily
the variation of mean zonal wind with height
that gives rise to the energy trapping. In the
following,we presentthe resultsof an investigation into the vertical propagationof planetarywave disturbances in an atmosphere with
arbitrary vertical gradientsof temperatureand
mean zonal wind.

force. Since this number is of the order 10 -• or

less for the planetary waves, the flow is quasigeostrophic.
The equationsof motion in the small Rossby
number regime may be greatly simplified by

the systematicuse of the hydrostatic•nd geostrophic approximations to 'filter out' the
irrelevant high-frequency motions [Charney,
1948].Let p be the pressure,p the density,v the
velocity, g the accelerationof gravity, z the

upward-directedvertical coordinate,k a unit
vector in the direction of z, and q• the latitude;

then the hydrostaticand geostrophic
equations
are

-- g -- p-• Op/Oz-- 0
lvh X k--

-!

p

gradhp = 0

(2.1)
(2.2)

wheref = 29 sin •, and the subscripth is used
to denote the horizontal componentof a vector.
We assumethat the atmosphereis a perfect
gas. Its specificentropy

s = c• In • •- constant
-- c, In p -- c, In p -]- constant
where • is the potential temperature, and c,
and c• are the specificheats at constantvolume
and constantpressure,
respectively.For adiabatic
motion

D In 6/Dt -]- w 0 In •/Oz = 0

(2.4)
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wherew is the vertical velocity componentand

v• = k X gradax
D/Dt is the operatorO/Orq- va.grad.
For small Rossbynumbers,the equationfor the latter giving
the verticalcomponent•' of the relativevorticity,
•' = div grad•X
curl v,
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(2.8)

(2.9)

The approximationsalso lead to the simplified

D(•' q- l)/Dt q- (•' q- I)div va
--1

= --div [(wOva/Ogq-p

forms

grad•p) >( k]

'• '•z q-gwO,n
! Oz = 0

simplifiesto

D(•' + l)/ Dt + ! div v• = 0

(2.•)

it beingunderstoodthat •' and the va appearing

(2.10)

and

• div va q- a(•w)/Oz = 0

(2.11)

in D/Dr, but not in the divergenceterm, are

for the adiabatic and continuity equations,
to be evaluated from the geostrophieequation.
respectively. Elimination of div v• between
In the derivation of the above equation it is
equations2.5 and 2.11 gives
tadfly assumedthat the Richardsonnumber

D(•' q- l)/ Dt = ! O(•w)/• Oz

Ri---- g D2[OIn •/Oz]U-'>> 1

(2.12)

which, together with the adiabatic equation
2.i0, eompietely determinesthe motion if the
either the vertical scaleheight or the characterisvariablesv• and •' are evaluatedgeostrophically
tic vertical scale of the disturbance. Actually
by meansof equations2.8 and 2.0.
the Richardsonnumber is of the order 10', so
For simplicity we refer the motion to the
that (RoRi)-• is also small. If, in addition, D is
Rossby /• plane, a device that enablesus to
small in comparisonwith the vertical scale of
ignore the unimportant but complicatedgeovariation of 0, it may be shownthat the hori- metrical effect of the earth's curvature while
zontalvariationsof p, p, and 0 are smallcompared
retaining its dynamicaleffect. The curvature of
with their respective mean values, so that p
the earth is ignored,but the variability of f is
in equation2.2 may be replacedby •, a function
retained on the right-handsideof equation2.12;
of z alone, and that the hydrostatic equation
elsewhereit is set equal to a mean value fo
may be replacedby
correspondingto a mean latitude •0 which is
g /i(ln 0) ---•
(2.6) usually taken to be 45ø. We take a Cartesian
coordinate system with the x axis directed
where the /i denotes a deviation from a horieastwardand the y axisnorthward.The velocity
zontal mean value, i.e., /ip = p -- p(z) and componentsin thesedirectionsare denotedby
/•(ln 0) • In 0- In O(z).
u and v.
A secondtacit assumptionis involved in the
In the undisturbedstate of the atmosphere
derivation of equation 2.5. It has been pointed the potential temperature is assumedto vary
out by Burger [1058] that the horizontal scale vertically and horizontallyaccordingto the law
of the disturbance must be small compared
with the scaleof variation of the CoriolisparamIn 0o(y,z) = In •(z) q- yA(z)
(2.13)
eter f. This might make it appear that disturbwhere the subscript0 denotes a quantity in
anceson a truly planetary scaleare precluded.
the undisturbed state. Differentiating (2.7)
It is found, however,that the regionsto which
with respectto y and substitutingfrom (2.8),
the disturbancesare confinedare sufficiently we obtain
limited laterally to make the assumptionvalid.
--

where

0 is a horizontal

mean of 0 and D is

--

With the definitionX = gP/•f, the foregoing
approximationspermit the hydrostatic and
geostrophicequations,2.1 and 2.2, to be written

g 6(ln 0)/! = OX/Oz

(2.7)

OUo/OZ= -- gA (z)/ ]o
Hence if u0 is constant at one level, as we shall
assume,it is a functionof height only.

Denotingperturbationquantitiesby primes,
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pt =

e

etc.

Substitutingtheseinto equations2.14 and 2.15,
and then eliminating

+uo
•Oz- •1)w
bX'__
[o(O___
, (•.•4)

+ •-•x

dz

]

dzV (2.18)

we get

and

O OX' Ouo
OX'q_N2
w'=o
Uo• Oz OzOx •o
ß

motion

N2 --• g In •/Oz

appropriate constant value correspondingto
the latitude for which f -- f0. The important
dynamical effect on the planetary motions of
the variation of temperature with height is
determinedby N, which may be interpreted
physicallyasthe frequencyof a verticalbuoyancy
oscillation.The scaleheightH is givenby

g _]_lO•T,•
g
T Oz -- RT

RT

(2.19)

where

u, • •/(e' + P)

(e.eo)

is the Rossby critical velocity. When H, N•,
and duo/dzare constants,
equation2.19reduces

(2.16) to an equation found by Charney[1947]. Our

The quantity/• ----df/dy is assumed
to havean

I

-- (k•' '-[-i')(Uo-- c -- u•)V = 0

(2.15)

where•h is the horizontalgrad operator,H is
the scaleheight,--[O(ln •)/Oz]-•, and N is the
Brun•-Vais/•l/• frequency for the undisturbed

H

•z duo
•z • 11
(d 1)t1I(uo-c) dV

•ø••z- • •

derivation of this equation for V from the

a prioriquasi-geostrophic
equations
is essentially
equivalent to his derivation from the general
equationsof motion by the systematicuse of
small Rossby and large Richardson number
approximations.
Wave equationin sphericalpolar coordinates.
An

alternative

treatment

can illustrate

the

nature of the/•-plane approximation.If z is the
radial coordinate,
•bthe latitude,X the longitude,
and a the radiusof the earth, the waveequation
in spherical polar coordinatescan be found as

(2.17)

where R is the gas constant referred to unit follows.The zonalvelocityu - --0x/a0• and
massof air and T is the absolutetemperature. the meridionalvelocityv -- Oxfa cos•b0X now,
Since H in equation 2.14 only measuresthe if z -- a << a. With
inertial effect of the variation of density with
In 0o'- In •(z) -]- B(z)sin'•b (2.13')
height, it is permissibleto replace it, where
convenient,by a mean value corresponding
to we get
a characteristicaverage temperature T; it is
well knownthat the exponentiallaw of decay
Uo= a•o(Z)cos•

•(z) = •(0)e-"•

wheredwo/dz: -- gB/2•a• in orderto satisfy

approximates
the observed
distributionof density
well in the first 100 km.

Since the coefficients of the

terms in the

perturbationequationsare functionsof z alone,
we seek perturbationswith independentwave
componentsof the form of a product of some
functionof z and exp i(kx d- ly -- kct). Let us
use capital letters to denotethe functionsof z;
thus

x,=

X(z)e

the meanhydrostaticand geostrophic
equations.
Eliminationof w' from equations2.14 and 2.15
expressed
in sphericalpolarsgives

O O•V•
' 290x'
a

_
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without the need to assumethat f or/? is constant. However,we must now make the assumption that f is constanton the right,hand side
of (2.14) and in (2.15) in order to separatethe

0x'
0x
' 0Uo
-- • •Ox
Oy
Oy
47'

variables with

X' = X(z)e'("a+")P,,"'(sin

+

whereP2 is the associatedLegendrepolynomial

Ox OX'
OzOUo
Oz
f • N:
f OX'
47'

•/X'w' dS

P.•(sin ½b)----cos• qbd•P.(si
n ½b)/d(sin
½b)
'
beingthe ordinaryLegendrepolynomial.Then
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(2.21)

where r denotes a volume and S a horizontal

surface.The first term in the integrandon the
left-hand
sideis the perturbationkineticenergy,
•
o+
dz &
and the second, the perturbation 'available'
[Lorenz,1955]potentialenergy.The firstintegral
on
the right is the rate of conversionof mean
a
m
flow kinetic energy into perturbation kinetic
(2.•')
energy; the secondis the rate of conversionof
The analogy with equation 2.19 is apparent. mean flow potential energy into perturbation
In spi•e of the geometricaldifferenceof the potential energy; and the last is the rate of flow
coordinate frames, the equations are in fact of perturbationenergy into the volume. From
identicalif wesetfi = 2• cOS•o/a,
Uo= moo
cos•o, the definitionof x this last term may be written

-

-

eo•---•(n•

l) X= 0

k2+ l: = n(n + 1)/a:, and--c = aa cos

in the more familiar form

for the mean latitude •o at whichf = %.
Energyequation. We concludethis sectionby
-p'w' dS
(2.22)
derivingthe equationfor the time rate of change
of the perturbation energy. Define a typical
perturbationa' suchthat
We note that the kinetic energyof the vertical
motion and the vertical eddy stresses
are absent.

a = ao(y, z, t) + a'(x, y, z, t)

This is because the vertical velocities are ex-

tremelysmallin long-period
planetaryflows.

where

3. SOLUTIONOF THE WAVE EQUATION

f a'dx= 0

Use of analogies. The differential equation

the integral extending over a period of the
motion. If equations2.12 and 2.10 are averaged
with respect to x and subtracted from the
unaveragedequations,one obtains

2.19

uo-

•v. • Ox'/Ot= I a(•w')/Oz- •[v. %(1' + I)]'

dz/

+ (uo•0 U•

N•atoz-

-•

v.V•

Multiply the first by --x', the second
by ox'/Oz;
add, and integrateover the atmospherebetween
the levels z• and z2. After somemanipulation,
integrationby parts, and use of the geostrophic
relationship (2.8), the perturbation energy
equationis obtained'

v=o

for barodini½wavesin an inviscidatmosphere
can be transformed into the canonical form

d2•/& 2 + n2• = 0
if

• • (•/N2)'/2V

(3.1)
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•, being the ratio c•,/c,of the specificheats.

n"---- '(k•q-f)N'

-

+

+

Therefore

d•

V = (Ae""

N• {•o•I d(• duo•
-

We shall often find it conve•ent

(3.2)

• • z/2Hosothat

(3.3)

where Ho is some (constant)characteristicscale
heighL There is no solution of the equation in
•erms of known functions for general v(•).
However, anMogieswith the electromagneticand
SchrSdinger
w•ve equationsare useful.The above
equation is like that of one-dimensional
wave
propagationin a medium of variable refractive
index r(•), and of one-dimensionM•mnsmission
of particles by wave mechanics.Further, the
boundary conditionswe shall derive determine
the directionof the energyflux, as in the theories
of electromagneticwaves and particle beams.
So the analogiesindicate the qualitative n•ture
of our solution (we shall confirm these indications later). In regions where the 'refractive
index' v is pure imaginary there •re externM
waves (i.e., V varies exponentiallywith z) and
vertical propagationof energyis inhibited,there
being some•rapping (i.e., reflection)of waves.
An inflate layer in which v is imaginary will
reflect waves totally, so that •he net vertical
propagationof energyis zero in a steadystate.
In regionswherev is reM thereare internalwaves
(i.e., V is osc•la•oryin z) and vertical propagation of ener• is freely per,fred. If v: is positive
near the groundand high up, bugnegativein an
intermediatelayer, •here will be p•rtial reflection
in •he middle l•yer, •s occurs in the tunnel
effect of wave mechanics.

Solutionfor consent velocityand temperature.

ß{(k' + l') -- •l(uo -- c)}
withRen•

O, orRen=

(3.5)

0andlmn•0,

for

0 for internal

waves when c is real is

0 < Uo-•

< •/{(•' +

say. If Uo-- c < 0, or u0 -- c > U,, the w•ves
are external.

It can be seen tha• the temperature affects

U, throughH•N• = g(• -- 1)H/• only. Now
the variation of •he scale height is quite sm•11

(•

25 per cent) in the atmosphere'slowest

100 •,
and so Uo is nearly independent of the
temperature and depends principMly on the
wave numbers.

In the qu•si-geostrophicapproximation the
+ v'a) is the •me as

horizontal mean of a•

that of •(1 + ka/la)v
'•. Thereforethe horizontal
mean of the kinetic energydensity in the caseof
constantmean velocity and temperature,

where asterisks denote complex conjugates.
Also the horizontalmean of the vertical energy
flux
w

= ne(•o•'/•)n•(-Io•(.o
_
1 2k-1•-%•e':"(.+n*)(I
- •o

- c) o•'/Oz)
i

comes from the exact solution

of the waveequationin the s•plest c•se,that of
constantmean velocity and temperature.In this

ease0(ln •) Oz= -- 1/H andN• • g(• -- 1)/•H
are constants,and so the dimensionalequation
for V becomes

I dV
H •

N•io-•

definiteness. The condition n• •

d:Z/d•: • r•Z = 0

d:V
dz•

n = --}H -•

•o make this

equationdimensionless.
Thus we definer • 2H0n,

More information

for somecomplexco•an•s A, B, where

•:(Uo -- c -- u•)
•f u•(uo-- c)

__ A,Be-,(n+n*)
•o • N-auon•e
'/•

= '(IAI"- Isl•)e
•'•

(.•e•l)

14 2k-1N-auon•
•o
e'/•

V=0

(•.•)

ß(AB* -- A*B)e•"

(n imaginary)
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The meridionalvelocity perturbation v' be- kinetic energydensity Qk, and assumingthat
haveslike •-,•'e *•"'. ThereforeW, is independent c is real) that, as z-• •,
of height,and Qkvarieslike

• •constant
Xz-•/•

{lal' + •B**'•'"'+ A'Be-""'+ lB["}
for internal waves(real n), and like

W,
--*
fcønstant
(interna
wave

IAI'•,='" + AB* q- A*B

0

for external waves (imaginary n). We shall
find that the dampedsolution(V
is preferredwhen the energy sourceis below
(el. the tunnel effectof wave mechanics).Then
the energyflow througha reflectinglayer (i.e.,
a regionwith imaginaryn) of thicknessh is of
the order of e-•2h"• times the incident energy
flux. The valuesof v = 2Hn in the atmosphere
can be seenfrom Figures15and 8, and give an
idea of the rate of trapping.
Otherexactsolutions. (i) When

Uo = constant

(ii) When
Uo =

Uo -•- Az

d'•V
1 dV
•2H dz

H = constant

,•Uo-- C-- •c V = 0

a

•o

--

c

where

a'•----'g(k'• '4- f)(q,- 1)/'•Io•H
and

• -- u• + Ma'H

H = Ho

It has been shown [Charney, 1947] that the

we find

solution

• = po(z+ Ho/O-"+'-')

V = i exp[(•H-' -- a)z]

N2

if •p(•; r) satisfiesthe confluenthypergeometric
equation

Therefore

d'•V

(externalwaves)'

•q,• - •
1

dV

b

V=0

dz•'-- K(z
+ Ho/•)dz'4-z+ Ho/K
where

+ rf = o

where

• -- (2a/a)(.o - •)
_2

a2

H-2

Two independentsolutionsare

ß[(•' + •') - •/(•o - d]

q•,(•;r)
i -- rl•M(1 -- r, 2, •)[ln•

Therefore

V = (z + io/•) •+•-•
ßZ•+,-, (2[b(zq- Ho/K)]
•/')
where Z•+,_. is a Bessel function of order
(1 q- /•-1).
The asymptoticsolution

+ r'(-O/r(0

+•,-• ,-o

- =r'(1)/r(1)

i
-r

v+= 1

1

.-¾1- O
'" (-r + n- 1)•.
(n - 1)•n!

V •-' (z •- Ho/K)(•+2•-')/4

ßexp{2[--b(zq- Ho/•)]'/' --•r(i +
The wavesare internal if b > 0, i.e. if 0 < u0 -c < uc. We find (usingthe conditionof bounded

•-g

•ng+ •

(r = •)

•,(•, r) • -rgM(• - r, =, g)
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Therefore

where

M(1--r,

2,•) -- I

(1 _r)

V r e-b•z

or

e

(ba-K/Ho)

z+Ho/•H

as

z--•

oo

1!2!
where

+ (1--2•r)(2-r)•.+ ...,
3•
The asymptoticexpansions
of g/•and g/2are

q,, ..• [(-•)'/r(r)JG(-r,

• - r;-

•_= g(••) {(k
io2.y
2q-1-•)-- i•/(uo
--c)}
the wavesbeingalwaysexternal for real c. As
Z--->co,Qkr• e-Ho/,•H.

•)

•. ,.• [•-• •/r(-r)]G(1 4- r, r; ,•)

(iii) uo= Uoq- Az, H = Ho q- Kz (• > 0).
Here

where

V•

g1/4(l+2K-a)exp{q-2(b•z/•)

G(tz,
•;•) ----I 4-

as

•_/•(/••- 2!
1)•(•
• + 1)q-'"

Z•

oo

where

HenceQ• --- exp {-(4a• + H-a)'/az},and the
wavesare exte•l at i•nity whereUois inflate. If c is real the wavesare alwaysexternaland
However, vertical energypropagationbdow the
•/•} as z --• •o
branchpoint • = 0 of the loga•thm is possible qk"" z•/• exp{ -- 4(baz/t½)
(cf. an e•mple in section7).
> 0).
(iv) uo = Uo q- Az, H = Hoe'z"ø(g
So• asymptoticsolutions. We can gain a Here
little more insight from the as•ptotic solution
of the wave equation.A few casesof asymptotic
V o•e(1/2•/Hø*in)
•
solutions in terms of •own

functions follow.
where

(i) •en

Uo= constant
we find • •

H = Hoe•z/m (• > O)

poe
-•z/•ø, N • •

g•/Ho asz •

m.

Therefore

n• --=-- •/4Ho • -- [o-• g• IIo-•(k2 q- l•)
as in case ii. All waves are external.

(v) u0= U0q- Az, H = Hoe-•z/u (K > 0).
As in caseii,

V•

e(l/2•/Hø•in)•

V r e-5•z

where
or
2

n = --•a/4Hoa-- O•[o-•Ho
-•

exp{(a•'-- g/tIo)z+ Ho/•H}

where now

ß1(• + •) - •/(•o - d}
When c is real the waves are internal if

•--

g(.•- •)(• + •-•)/Io•

All waves are external.

o < •o - c < ½/•(• + lb + •o•o/4g•]
(ii) uo = constant,H = Hoe -•z/uø (• > 0).
Here

integrationor somemethodof approximation.
Because
• changes
considerably
in a scaleheight
of the real atmosphere,
the W.K.B. and hke

• = poexp (•z/Ho -- Ho/•H)

••

g(• - •)/•

ß This • is the same as Charney's •x multiplied
by •/sin (-r•).
However, through • e•or, the
function tabula•d in his table I is actually the
present •x.

General solution. For caseswhere there is no
exact solution we must use direct numerical

methodsdo not seemsuitable(cf. Eckart [1960]
for a discussionon the use of these methods for

gravitywavesin the atmosphere).
It seems
best
to use solutionsin layersin which uo, H are
constantor vary linearly with height. The
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in a relatively thin layer near the surfaceand
that the horizontal heat transport in this layer
is negligible. The first assumptionis founded
on the facts that differentialheating takes place
Eckart's[1930]exact solutionof Schr'6dinger'smainly by condensation, evaporation, and
equationfor a classof smoothlyvaryingfunctions turbulent conduction and that the horizontal
gradient of heating by infrared and solar radiawhichapproximatethe potential well.
tion is small. Under these assumptionsthe flux
4. METHODS OF EXCITATION OF
of heat, F, into the heated layer must be rePLANETARY WAVES
moved from the top of the layer by large-scale
Planetary wave perturbationsmay be pro- convection.Hence if wl' is the vertical velocity
duced by the action of an external force or componentin the planetary wave, pl the mean
may be generatedspontaneously
by someform density,and • the mean temperatureat the
of hydrodynamicinstability. Forced perturba- top of the layer,
tions are producedmechanicallyby the action

boundaryconditionsof continuous
pressureand
vertical velocity enable solutionsin adiacent
layers to be ioined up. The advantages,and
limitations, of this method are illustrated by

of continental

elevations

on the undisturbed

zonal flow [Charne•tand Eliasser•,1949] and
thermally by the action of differential heating
over the continents and oceans [Srnagori•sky,
1953]. Self-excited perturbations are due primarily to baroclinicinstability [Charley, 1947;
Ead•, 1949]. Let us first considerthe forced
perturbations.As we are concernedonly with
the general nature of the vertical propagation

Smagorinsky's[1953] estimate of 0.3 cal
min-• for the amplitude of F gives 0.1 cm sec-'
for the amplitudeof w/. However,this estimate
is at best an upper bound on the magnitude of
w/, for one cannot justify the neglect of horizontal heat transfer within the heated layer. It
has been shown merely that the perturbing
effectof differentialheatingis at mostcomparable
of disturbances and not with their detailed
in magnitudeto that of topography.
structure, we may assume that the surface
At temperate and subtropicallatitudes in the
topographyand the distributionof the sources northernhemispherethe bulk of the tropospheric
and sinks of heat have a sinusoidal variation.
kinetic energy is distributed about equally
The influenceof topographymay be expressed between the low azimuthal wave numbers
simply as a boundaryconditionon the vertical 1, 2, 3 and the middle azimuthal wave numbers
velocity at the mean elevation of the ground 5, 6, 7, 8. At high latitudes the distribution is
skewed more toward the low wave numbers
(• = 0):
[Saltzman,1958]. The disturbancesin the former
0) = .o(0)
categoryare mechanicallyor thermally forced.
wherewe assumethe heightof the earth'ssurface Those in the latter are a consequenceof the
baroclinic instability of the strong middlelatitude
westerlies.It is unlikely, however,that
h = ho•• cosl•
(4.2)
energy in the latter categoryis propagatedto
From the data given by Char•] and Eliassew very high altitudes, becausethe critical wave[1949]we estimateho= I km, •o(0) = 5 m see-•, length beyond which the waves are stable is
and 2•r/k = 14,000kin, corresponding
to the too small to permit vertical transmission,except
azimuthal wave number m = ka cos•bo= 2 at in circumstances where the mean zonal velocities
•bo= 45ø, i.e. to two continentsand two oceans. at high levelsare very small and positive.
From these values we obtain 0.2 cm sec-• for

To see this let us examine the case where the

the amplitude of w'. It is assumedthat h is
small in comparisonwith the vertical scale of
the disturbanceand that uo(0) is not too small.
A critical appraisal of these assumptionsis
givenin the Appendix.
Thermal effectsmay also be representedby
a condition on the surfacevertical velocity if
it is assumedthat the heating•nd coolingoccur

mean zonal velocity increases linearly with
heightup to the tropopause(z -- h•) and remains
constantthereafter, N' being assumedconstant
in each layer. It was shownby Char•] [1947]
that the stability criterion is then nearly the
same as that for an atmospherein which the
zonal velocity continuesto increaseto infinity.
One may therefore use the criterion for the
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latter case,which is expressedconciselyby the
inequality[Gambo,1950;Kuo, 1952]

r = (f/ioA

+

aswellasverticalshearpresentsgreatdifficulties.
For the presentwe shall provide for the lateral
variation only by selectingthe predominant
Fourier component of the perturbing forces,
asin equation4.2. As it happens,the y half-wavelength of this component correspondsfairly
well to the lateral dimension of the zonal current.

o•

k• + l' > •/2AH + •'N'/4IoZA'

In the followinganalysisonemight think of the
currents as being confined by vertical rigid

whereA = dm/dz.It wasshownin section3 that wallsat y = -q-•r/l,sincenostationary
oscillation
the criterion for tra•mission (n= • 0) in an is possiblewhereu0vanishes.
atmosphericlayer with co,rant N • and constant
5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

uo is

k• + f • fi/(Uo- c) - Io=/4H'N'
This Nequality must therefore apply to the
stratosphere
in the presentcasewhereu0= uo(h•).
Now it may be shown (cf. Kuo [1952]) that
c -- u0(0) = 0 at the critical wavelength,and
that its real part is positive for amplifying
disturbances.Hence uo(h•) -- c = Ah• at the
critical wavelength,and the condition for the
above inequalitiesto be satisfiedsimultaneously
is

Ground condition.

We shall assume here that

w' = Woe
•k• cosly

(z = O)

for somevertical velocity W0. Its causes,suchas
variable elevation of the ground and heating
near the surface,are immaterial.
When W0 = 0 there are free oscillations. Then

the groundand upper boundary conditionsare
each linear and homogeneous.Therefore there
is a problem of hydrodynamicalstability to
find the eigenvaluesc, and hence the growth
rates of the waves.From equation2.18 we obtain
the boundarycondition

or

V duo
(Uo
- c)ddz
dzV = 0

(z= O)

+ (fi/AH -- fi/Ah•) < 0

When W0 • 0, a forcedoscillationwith c - 0
is
imposedby the groundcondition.There is a
In theatmosphere
h•> H, andfi/2f• >>fo/2NH,
steady
solution, representingstanding waves,
•/AH) TM.Thereforethe inequa•ty cannotbe
satisfied.It may be concludedthat the unstable for eachpair of wave numbersunlessresonance
waves are external and cannot penetra• very with a free oscillationoccurs.On sucha steady
wave may be superposedthe small-amplitude
far into the upper atmosphere.
If the zonal wind were to decreasewith height
above the tropopause but remain positive,
upward propagationco•d take place. There is
arc the possibilitythat the upper atmosphere
may itself be unstable,as in the case of the
polar-night jet. Although these possib•ities
cannot be discounted,we shall con•e the r•
mainder of our analysis to forced stationary
perturbationswhosewavelengthsmay be sufficiently long to permit upward propagation.
Such waves are limited laterally by the fiNte
la•ral extent of the perturbing forces as well
as of the zonal current wNch, in reality, is not

instabilities of other wave numbers,i.e. the free

•form
but has a maximin in middle latitudes
and decreases to the north and south. The

derivatives

oscillations

which

are

not

stable.

As

these

instabilities grow, nonlinear effects become
significant,and the instabilitiesmay dominate
the steadywavesor mergewith the mean flow.
When the steady waves are not obscuredby
instabilitieswe may usethe condition
Wo

dV duo
N2 (z= O)
dz V= --•o

Uo dz

Interfacialconditions.Discussion
of the solution of the wave equationsuggested
the use of
layers at whoseinterfacesu0 and H or their
are

discontinuous.

The

solutions

for V in the layerscanbe joinedtogetherby the
mathematicalanalysisof currentswith horizontal boundaryconditionsthat the normal velocity
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and pressureare continuous(these physical With the use of the kinematic condition and a
conditionscouldbe alternativelyprovedby the little algebra,it can be shownthat this yields
theory of the differentialequation when n'
[•w'] = 0
(z: •)
(5.4)
tends to a discontinuousfunction). Let an interface have equation

The slope of the mean interface is neglected
after the conditionshave beenderived.This may
be justified by the conditionsin section 2.

z= •--•(y)+•'

If [•]/• << 1 wemay approximate
the dynamic

where

conditionby

h'(x,y, t) = hoe
•('-c') cosly

[w']:

First the mean flow must satisfy the boundary

0

(z = •)

(5.5)

If u0 = c in a layer, the wave equation gives
normal velocity is zero, and is thereforecon- V = 0. Therefore W = 0. At the bottom of
tinuous at the interface. In order that the mean sucha layer the boundaryconditiongives
conditions at the mean interface. The mean

pressure
p = R•T be continuous,

[•/] = 0

w' : 0

(z = •)

h':

--v'(dh/dy)/ik(uo-

c)

Thus the layer acts as a rigid horizontal ceiling,

where squarebracketsare used to denotethe althoughthe interfacereally slopes.This totally
reflects energy, as might have been expected
The slope of the interface is implied by the on account of the fact that n--> q-i •o as
relation [t•p]= 0, where the incrementt• comes u0 -- c-• 0 through negativevalues.The perturfrom any small translation in the interface. bation pressurevariesat the sinusoidalinterface,
but only nonlinear disturbancesare generated
This leadsto Margules' formula

difference of their contents across the interface.

above it.

•U•y = --•o[•o]/g[•]

(•.•)

Upper boundary condition. We deduce the
upper boundary condition from the physical
unless[g] = O. If [•] = O, and the interface is
assumption that no wave component may
not vertical, then [u0]= O. In this case[6p] = 0
propagateenergydownwardat infinity. This is
and the second difference [(•] = 0 may be
the Sommerfeld radiation condition. (See Elias-

usedto get

sen and Palm [1954] for its applicationto the
similar problem of gravity waves.) If the vertical energypropagationis necessarily
zero (as for
The conditionthat the perturbed interface is external waves), the kinetic energy density at
material surface is
infinity must be bounded in a physically ad-

d•/ dy = --/ouo/g

a

•)(z-

•,)/ot = o

(•.•)

missible solution.

The ground condition and the equation are
symmetric
in time, there beingperiodicor steady
If u• • c, this gives
motion of an inviscid fluid. The time asymmetry
h' : (w' -- v' d•/dy)/ik(uo -- c)
(z = •) of the upper condition is necessaryto permit
any net energypropagationat all. It is customary
to first order. For continuity of the normal to regard wavesas the asymptotictime limit of
velocity, h' must be the sameon each sideof the a componentof an initial disturbance,or as the
interface, i.e.
inviscid limit of a wave in a slightly viscous

[(w' -- v' d•/dy)/(Uo -- c)] = 0
For continuityof pressure,

o:

[• + p']

: [•' op/oz + p']

(z = •)

(z = •)

--- -- gh'[•] d- 1o[•V']/ik

(5.3)

fluid. The former alternative has been used for
diverse wave motions and has confirmed the
radiation condition in each case. The radiation

condition has also been confirmed by use of
Rayleigh's 'fictitious viscosity' (a simplified
viscositythat permitsenergydissipationwithout
raisingthe order of the equationsof motion) in
the inviscid limit.
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We shallverifythe radiationcondition
for q = h{1 q-i(k '• -• 12)2KN2/2kn
bareclinic waves in an atmosphereof constant

velocity
andtemperature
byuseofa realhori-

'(Uo-- C)[o
2q- 0(K2)}

zontalviscous
stress,
whichactsasa RayleighforsmallK. It follows
thatB = 0 in orderthat

fictitious
stress.
Weshall
then
takesucha
uniformthekinetic
energy
density
Q• bebounded
at

atmosphereabovea certain height and use the
interfacial conditionsto join togetherthe solution
in the regionbelow, where uo and H may vary.
This will give in all two boundary conditions
(one at the ground, one at the top interface)

infinity. When K-4
Sommerfeld radiation

0 this concurs with the
condition.

To find the upper boundary condition, we
join the solution Vs = As e(•+•s)z•"n above
the interface (z = hs, say) with the solution

linearin V and dV/dz for the second-order
wave below. (We use the subscriptJ for quantitiesin
equation in V.
the upper layer; and define •'s -- 2Hns.) On
This artificial use of a uniform upper layer, eliminationof As from the boundaryconditions,
where the real atmosphereis by no meansuni- we find
form, is justifiedif all energyreachingthat layer
is absorbed in it and not reflected down. The

aUo_\(=zt, 2v

(

IUo,

dzV)•'•• insq-d•/dy

Uo dz
model solutionwill then describefaithfully the
real flow below but not above the top interface.
•
Uoj
Uoj
We add the proviso that the top interface be
•
Uo/J
•o v= o (z=
below the region where mechanisms,such as
viscosityand hydromagneticheating, not in our
STANDING WAVES IN LAYER AT•OSPH•grS
modelare important. For a perfectgasthe mean
kinematic viscosity is proportional to T•/'-•-•,
Many-layer atmosphere.Suppose that the
so that the viscousdissipationper unit volume
atmosphereis isotherma.1with piecewiseconin planetarywavesis proportionalto
stant velocity; i.e., supposethat

+ (ooz)

i.e. to F-•T•/2,

whichincreases
rapidly with height. We estimate
that viscous dissipation becomes important
above100km or so,accordingto the wavelengths.
The dissipativeeffect on the large-scalemotions
of small-scaleeddies is more difficult to gage.
Ohmic dissipation by hydromagnetic effects
occurshigherup.
To deduce the radiation condition, take the
equationfor bareclinicwavesin a uniformatmosphere with horizontal viscousstress coefficient
K (of. Kuo [1952])
d=V
dz"

1 dV
H dz

r -- ri ---- 2Hni

(hi-x <( z <• hi; ] -- 1, 2, ßßß , J)
with constantH, N • throughoutthe atmosphere
in accordancewith the neglectof inertial effects
of temperature variation. Then the general
steady solution of the wave equationin the j th
layer may be written as

Vi = (Di sinniz -}- .El cosniz)e
(j=

1,2,...

,Or--

1)

whether n i is real or pure imaginary. In the
upper layer,

q_
I(k'q-l')(u,,
Uo
q-c)N'
(Uo---C)Io"
+

5;550'

o

Therefore

V = (Aeiqzq- Be-'qZ)e
where

q ----n q- i(k' q-

KN'/k/o'(Uo c)

and n is as previously defined for an inviscid
fluid. Therefore

Uo -- Uoi

Vj : A•e

in order to satisfy the condition of upward
energyflux or boundedenergydensity.
The groundconditiongives

d•oD• q-e•oE•= --2HN"Wo//•,Uot
• Qo(R•)
say, where

Ci• • cosni•

Sit • sin
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The approximatedynamic interfacial con- imaginaryv (i.e. for externalwaves).Also the
dition, [w'] - 0, gives
kineticenergydensity

Qk
= (1 +

ri(dii
Di-JreiiE•)

•VC')H•'2V•Wo•'(•e
•"')
02U02

-- (di+•.i Di+• -[-ei+•,iEi+•) -- 0
=

2,....r

Xfe1 (n
real)

-

2i,z (n imaginary)

where

Two-layeratmosphere.
In this case(J --- 2)

ri ---•Uoi/Uo.
i+1

the equationsare

The kinematicinterfacialcondition,after a
liffie simplification
with the aid of the dynamic

dlo D1 nt- eloE• :

condition,gives

Qo

r(dil Di -• ellEl) -- (1 -]- ir2)A2 -- 0

(dii -- qiri-l•ii) Di .qt_
(eli _ qiri-•Cii)Ei

and

.qt_
qi(Si+l,i Di+l .qt_
Ci+l,iEi+l) __0 (dll -- qr-1S•l) D1

']-(e• -- q'r-lC11)•-]- qA• ----0
where
Their solution is

qi -----2HN2/g•li

D1/Qo- (ellt-

= -2HN"(al;/ay)/Io(1 -

qr-1C11)/A
'

E1/Qo-- --(d•t-

and

qr-l•l•)/A '

A2/Qo = --•2q/A
=
where the discriminant

The upperboundaryconditionis

A •_ (1 q- i•2)A'

(dz-l,Z-1- qz_lrz_l-18j_1,J_1)
Dj-1
-{- (ez-l,Z-1- qz_lrz_l-lCz_l,Z_l)Ez_l
'4Fqj-1Aj = 0

(R2j-1)

L•!---•dlo(ell
t -- qr-1Cll) -- elo(dll
t -- qr-1•gll)
t-=-- i q- qr/(1 q-i•'O
We can calculate the transmission coefficient

Theconditions
R•(k-- 1,2,... , 2J-- 1) ofenergy
flux
asfollows.
Thecomplex
amplitude
areaninhomogeneous
system
of(2J-- 1)linearA1oftheinciden•
wave
(with
meridional
velocity
algebraic
equations
to
find
the
(22-1)
unvarying
as
e
(•*l/•'mz)
is
«(Elida),
thatof
knowns
Dx,Ex,D•.,... , A•. Thereis a unique

the reflected
wave,B• (varyingas e(-•"•+•/•')z)
solutionunlessthe discriminant
vanishes,
in is «(El -• ida), andthat of the transmittedwave
whichcasethereis a freemodewith eigenvalue(varying as e(i"•+•/•')•) is A2e-in,•. It can be

½-0o

seen that

One-layer
atmosphere.
For a one-layer
atmospherewe at onceget

V- l nt_ip
Therefore
the upwardenergyflux

Wz= •'HN•'
kuo(1-]- •')

--

ß(1 nt- i•, nt- qr)-- qr-l(1qt_i•,)}

:ie'"•{(1 q- i•l)(1 q- i•,. nt- qr)
-- qr-•(1q-i•,.)} :-- 2•,,.qA,.e
-'•'•'

If •.,.is pure imaginary,the upperlayer is a
perfectreflector,[All: =
and W, = 0
for realy (i.e.forinternalwaves)andis zerofor everywhere.
In fact,the transmission
coefficient,
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the ratio of the energyflux of the transmitted
wave to that of the incident wave,

ß

0

+ q,(S=,

(•2 imaginary)

(•,, •, real)

W •

•,1A,.e-'"'"I'N,'/r•(A,B,*
-- A,*B,)

The solution is

(v: real, v• imaginary)
0

_

2 3q/rNay•{[l+
2
2
4N•a
qr-- •--1
1

• •]•

• [• -- • • qry•• qr-•]
•

--IVl

2

21

•

Y2 /rlv

2

2

•, =•, q•(ta,, - q,r,-•

2

2 r•

respectively.

Two-layeratmosphere
with rigid top. If there
is a three-layeratmosphere
with Uo= 0 in the
upperlayer, the boundaryconditions
can be

where the discriminant

shownto give
d•o D• + eioE• :

Qo

d2= D2 q-e==E= = 0
The solution is

•)•/Qo = t/a

Two-layeratmospheres
with shear. We shall
also use the exact solutionof the wave equation

•/Qo = u/a

DffQo= --e22•q
q/A
wilere the discriminant

E,/Qo= d,2•q
q/A

for an atmosphere
with constantN a and linear
zonal velocity. We shall take two two-layer
modelsof the stratosphere
and troposphere,
the
velocity vanishingat the groundand being
continuousin each.In the first, the velocityhas
constantshearin the troposphere
and is constant
abovethe troposphere.
In the other the shear
is constant,positivebelowand negativeabove
the troposphere.
In each case tile boundary conditionsare:

(a) V = N•,aWo/foA•
ß----Ro,say(ground,
z = 0);
(b) [V], [W] = 0 (tropopause,
z = h); (c) the
Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity if

energypropagation
is possible
there,otherwise
the boundedness
of the kineticenergydensity.
0)

H=fH• N={N•
Hs

Ns
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and

D• = •"•-'"•{•

(z>h)

+ D•,O/•},.•

where

In this case

• •ks
•s' + [.A,./uo
•
b_Ns
2as
+Nl/2H-a]s
Vs = RoAse
•+•'•'/•

(z > h)

After someMgebmit can be shown•hat

--(P, 4- Q,)/(P,. 4- Qe)

Whenz•

•, •s > 0, andweusethe principal

valueof the logarithmin •,. As z decreases
to
< h, •s becomes
negative,andoneof the branches
of the logarithm must be chosen.To find the

correctbranchwe t•ke the limit of •n amplified
(i.e., onewith c• > 0) as c• • 0,
(imaginaryrs) disturbance

[-(P•P•. 4' Q•Q,)

+ (Q•r•.- QW•)q/(•C +

the•le established
forhydrodynamicM
stabStry
[cf. Lin, 1955;Kuo, 1952]to get the proper
inviscidlimit. Considera slightly amplified
solutionof the tMe•ependent equationwith

(c•> 0).
(real Ys) •= 2•(u0-- c)/A•ndc= c,+ •
As z increa•s throughthe zero of u0 -- c, the
where
•rgument of • in the complexplane decreases
fromnearly= to nearly0 in the upperhMf of
P, ----2ag,,'-- {a- -}He-'
the complexplane,since• = • + i•, where
+ «(•v•/•v•) •i• -1 + •- } •, • = -2•dA, •nd A is negative.Hencethe
properbranchof the logarithmis

Q, -- « !,•! (N•/N•)'g,,

(• = •, i = 1, 2)

Also

This •lection is confirmed
by the conditionthat

As/Ro = e

the energyflowin the stra•spherebe upward
for small A. Thus we find that

sign•' w' = • signrsAs•s

(•)

according
• In $s = In [$s[• =i. If [As[is not

constant
N={Nv
Arz (z<h,A•>O)

solargethat r is positivewe obtaineonfimation.

Ns

--

If [As[is solargethat r is positive,therew• be
a conversion
of potentialenergyin the stratm
sphereanddownward
ener• propagation
below
the zero of •. Thus we take

Here

={ ,,k,;
•)

and

•s = DsRo•,(l•s, rs)
It can be shown that

(•,>0)

where•, is compu•dwith the principalvalueof
the logarithm it contains.
.

7. So•

Nu•axcan

Sonu=oss o•

LAYER ATMOSPHeReS

--

In section6 we gave a number of modelsof
layer atmospheres.Subject to mathematical
tractability and s•plicity, we chosethe models
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to representaspectsof the real atmosphere
most
relevant to our study. Here we summarizea
few numerical results with parameterstypical
of temperatureand velocitystructureat various
heightsand seasons.
We hopeto gaina view of
the wholeby studyof thesedetails.
In all models,q, ---- c,,/c, = 1.4, g = 9.8 m
see-',/S = 1.6 X 10-" m-• sec-1, andfo = 10-4

•
•

-=

D•/Qo -E•/Qo =
Da/Qo =
Ea/Qo -As/QÜ --

2.69
2.01i

2.92
1.26i

-0.994q-0.0421i
3.67 -0.113i
2.38 -0.897i
-0.890-2.48i
0.113-0.246i

-0.0778
1.23 '
2.04-0.519i
-0.519- 2.04i
(1.51 -5.96i)X10 -5

Two-layermodelswith shear. (i) Take Uo=
3 X 10-sz m sec-• for z _• 104 m, uo = 30 m
sec-•.
sec-• for z _> 104 m, HT -- 6.69 X 10a m
Two-layeratmospheres
with no shear. In each (giving TT ----228øK) and Hs = 6.21 X 10a m
case
(giving Ts = 212øK). Then

H = 7.07 X 10'• m,

N•2/•o•'= 1.69 X 104

N2/•o2 = 3.96 X 10-4,

corresponding
to a lapserate of 6.8ø per km in
the troposphere,and

•/ = --0.1,

NsZ/•o
'• = 4.51 X 10•

q -----2HN'•/g•i= --5.71,
h = 104.
(i)
= 22.5
= 7.5

uol in m sec-•
uo• in m sec-1

L--2•r(k •q-12)-1/•inm=

(ii)
7.5

(iii)
10

22.5

50

6 X 10• 6 X 10• 10•

Fromtheseparameters
wecomputethe following'
•l
•

=
--

2.69
2.01i

2.92
1.26i

D1/Qo 0.0195-1.03i
E•/Qo = -1.08
-0.0391i
A•/Qo -- -0.115 -0.0361i

0.258
0.307
0.284

-0.0769
1.22
2.10

T

0

--

2.01i
2.69

0.597

0

corresponding
to an isothermal stratosphere.
Table I givesthe computedvaluesof
and As for various values of L.
There is resonance with

a free mode with

eigenvaluec = 0 for L ------7X 10• m. Then D
and As are infinite.

•s = 0 when L = 1.01 X 10• m. Below this
wavelength,all wavesare external, and so no
verticalenergypropagationis possible.

(ii) Take u0= 3 X 10-szm sec-x for z _< 104,
u0= 30-- 2.36X 10-s(z--

104) forz>_ 104m,

H= 7.07X 10sm, N• a= }Ns a= 1.41X 10-4
see-5 and L = 6.5 X 10• m. Then we find

Two-layer atmosphere
with rigid top. Take a• = 1.35 X 10-4 m -1, as = 2.40 X 10
r• = 0.803,rs = --0.502, D• = 2.63 -- 0.0133i,

Uo•-- 22.5 m sec-•, uo•-- 7.5 m sec-•, h• = 104m,

h,•= 3X 104m, H=

7.07X 10•m,N•/f0 • =

As = --3.98i q- 0.0945.

Discussion
of numerical
results. Thesehumerica,1results confirm the general predictionsof
the analogies of the electromagneticwave
L= 6 X 10•m
q = -5.71
equationand SchrSdinger's
equation.When
Then we computethe following:•l = 2.01i, is real in a layer with constantu0and H, we see
•,. = 2.69, D1/Qo= -- 1.14i, E•/Qo = -- 1.28, that V oscillateswith z, having an amplitude
3.96 X 104,n = --0.1, so that

Da/Qo= 0.534,E,./Qo= --0.390.

of order ([D['• q- El'•)•"e•/•. When • is pure

Three-layeratmospheres.
In eachcaseH = 7.07 imaginary,we find D ---•iE, so that V behaves
X 10• m, N•fo" = 3.96 X 104, •/• =--0.1, W =
like Ee(•+•)z/"n approximately.The thickerthe
--0.4, ql = --5.71, qa= -- 1.43.
layer in whichn is'pure imaginary,the better
is this approximation.
(i)
(ii)
For our valuesof H, N", f0,
uo• in m sec-• 7.5
10
uo• in m sec-•
u• in m sec-1
hi in m
ha in m

=
-=

22.5
7.5
5 X 10s
104

50
10
104
10•

Linm

=

6X

10•

10•

Qo-- -- 2H NZWo/•oUo1

•---5.6 X 104Wo/uo•
m see-'

to get the orderof m•;gnitudeof the velocityin
From theseparameterswe computethe following' each model. It can be seen that this gives
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V •-• 5 m sec-• if Wo •-• 2 X 10-a m sec-• at the verticalenergyflux for L > 10• m, but ii permits
ground.
none. The resultsfor casei are quite extensive
In the two-layer atmospheres
with no shear, becauseit is a fair model of the troposphere
wavesof length 6000 km are transmitted where and stratosphere.

uo - 7.5 m sec-• but reflected where u• = 22.5 m
If the mean velocity and temperatureare
sec-•. In case i the lower layer reflectsabout uniform in the upper layer, we can compute
nine-tenthsof the energy.In casesii andiii there the energyflux

is no net vertical energy flux at any height
becausethe infinitely thick top layers are

re, __

1 2

I,l

2

reflectors.The kinetic energydensityin the
upper layer decreases
by a factor of e in half a where n is real, •(0) the constant• e•, and A
scaleheight in caseii and a whole one in case equals AsQ6 or AsR•, as is appropriate for the
iii. Althoughthe velocityin the upperlayer in case. In case i of the two-layer atmospheres
caseiii is more than twice as great as in caseii with shear,this giveskW•/Wd • 500 g m
(50 m sec-• against22.5 m sec-•), the greater sec-•. If L • 10• m and Wo• 2 X 10-8 m sec-•,
wavelengthchosen(10? m against 6 X 106 m) this gives W, •- 4 X 108g sec-8 --- 4 joule
sec-•, the orderof the troposphericdissipationof
permitsmore energyin case'fii.
In the two-layer atmospherewith a rigid energy. Thus it appearsthat in some circumceiling, there is again no vertical energy flux. stances the energy loss by mechanical wave
The amplitudeof the kinetic energydensityin propagationinto the upper atmospheremay be
the lowerlayer is aboutdoublethat in the upper. comparable to the energy loss by frictional
Both the selected three-layer atmospheres dissipationat the ground.
permit vertical energyflux. However,the thick
8. NONLINEAR THEORY
reflectinglayer whereu6 -- 50 m sec-• in caseii
permitslessthan 10-s of the energyreleasedat
Momentumand heatequations. When energy
the groundto penetrateto infinity.
is propagatedinto the upper atmosphere,the
In the thick layer (104 to 105m) of caseii, velocity becomeslarge and nonlinear effects
we find D2 = iE2 to the accuracyof the calcula- become important. We shall consider these
tion. This showsthat the descending
exponential effectsin this section.To derive the equationfor
is picked out. This approximation is not so zonally averaged flow, we average equations
goodfor the thinner layer (5 X 108to 104m) of 2.12 and 2.10. After some manipulation and
case i, although the negative square of the useof the averagedcontinuity equation
'refractiveindex' is greaterin magnitudethere.
Of the models with shear, case i permits
O(•Vo)/Oy
+ O(•wo)/Oz= 0
TABLE

L, km

2.93
1.97
1.54
1.23
1.03
8.72
7.41
6.29
5.30
4.41
3.58
2.81
2.O8

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

10 4
10 4
10 4
10 4
10 4
10 a
10 a
10 a
10 a
10 a
10 a
10 a
10 a

d, km -•
0.9750
0.800
0.0857
0.0923
0.100
0.109
0.120
0.133
0.150
0.171
0.200
0.240
0.300
0.4OO

1

D
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

1.64
1.54
1.41
1.23
0.950
0.358
0.358i
1.51i
2.06i
2.66i
3.38/
4.32i
5.60/
7.80/

As

2.85 -- 1.61i
1.87 -- 1.60/

-- 2.28 + 0.30i
--2.68 + 0.01i

1.08 -- 1.59i
0.24 -- 1.57i
-- 1.67 -- 1.35i
-- 6.60 -- 0.67i
14.9
51.7
-- 1.75
-- 0.85
--0.36
--0.10
--0.021
--0.0022

--2.78 -- 0.34i
--2.96 -- 0.86i
--2.68 -- 1.69i
-- 1.40 -- 3.26i
-- 3.94
--9.65
7.44 X 10-•
2.50 X 10-•
7.40 X 10-•
1.61 X 10-•
2.20 X 10-a
8.39 X 10-•
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In steady flow the velocity is tangential to the
material interface; therefore n.v = 0, and
(8.1) n-Iv] = 0 a forttort. Also the pressureis con(8.2) tinuousat the interface.Thereforethe component
of the pressuregradient tangential to the interface is continuous. But v is directed along a
tangent. Therefore

we get

--O•Xo/Oy
at ------OM/Oy q- Icrc

O'Xo/Oz
at = --OB/Oy-- ]o-•N2wo
where

• _- Ox'
ox__'
•,•,
Ox Oy' --

(8.•)

0 = [v] ß[gradp] = [v]. [(/oFV,-/oFU, -- g•)]

is the eddy momentumflux per unit mass in
the y direction,

B---0X'
0X'
Ox Oz

These two conditionsgive

[w] = [u] Oh/Ox+ Iv] Oh/Oy

(8.4)

[w] = io{ [u][Fv]-- [Fu]Iv]}/g[3]

is proportionalto the eddy heat flux in the y

= Io(U,V•--

direction, and the bars denote x averages.
Eliminating voand w0by meansof the averaged identically.The averagesof theseconditionsare
continuity equation, we get

I 02

o([X']o•']
[Wo]
= - 0-5
Ox/ + •

__11 1

___O2M _1)(1OB)

= __o
[x']o,/•
[•o] (s.8)
•o
Oy (
Ox /
g i•uo•
[•]
[Wo]= ]o(U2'V•'
-- u• v,.)/g

(8.9)

Boundary conditions. The boundary condition at the ground is obtained by averaging (We may not assumein the kinematiccondition
that the zonal mean of v is geostrophic,since
w = vh'Vh. Thus
there will be a net nongeostrophicmeridional

Ox'01• Ox'Oh

Wo= --Oy Ox+ OxOy

(s.6)

But, from equations2.15 and 4.1,

circulation

which

will

tilt

the surface of dis-

continuity.) The perturbation forms of the
boundaryconditionsare
Oh'

oz Ouo
OzOx'.)
Ox
Oh •'o(UooxO'x'

[w']= [•]

UOOx-

g [F] L•-•-x
]

•,.')/g

[w'] =

and therefore

,oI.: ro,,l

from which we obtain

Ouo.•
h= --•\•(Ox' x'
Uo
Ozl

a•'/ax =

Hence equation8.6 becomes

With this equationonemay showthat

•o(ox'o'x' ox'o'x_'
•

•oo•

' , ,
•o = •, •Tyyo:•o• ox •y Oz/= -•v' Oy __
Io
(u,
o, - u•, v,, )
g

and by substitutionin (8.2) we obtain

0%

=0

(z= O)

o( o•'
/ ioon
(8.7) where

The boundaryconditionat a surfaceof discontinuityis obtainedby the methodsof section
5 as follows. The interface has normal

n --=(OhlOx,OhlOy,-- 1).

II = X:' Ox•'/Ox
Then equations8.7, 8.8, 8.9 give

[.o]= 0

[Wo]= -log -• OII/Oy

(8.10)
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If the flow is not stationary, or there is horiSubstitutioninto equations8.1 and 8.2 gives
zontal shear in the undisturbed zonal current,
finMly
or higher-ordernonlinearinteractionsare taken
into account,no suchconclusioncan be drawn.
These would seemto be the interestingcasesif
oneis to accountfor trappingwhenthe thermally
induced upper atmospherecircumpolarvortices
are weak.

(z = h)

(8.11)

9. APPLICATION TO THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE

At infinity we requirethe meanflow to be

It

bounded.

If the surfaceof discontinuityis oneat which
the vertical gradientsof u0 and • are discontinuousbut uoand t>are themselvescontinuous,

[x']: [Ox'/Ox]= [w']-• 0, andH ----0. Multiplicationof equation
2.15by x'/N 2andintegration
in x thengive[B/N •]: 0. Furthermore,
M = 0,

follows

from

condition

3.6 that

vertical

energy propagationin standing waves in an
atmosphereof uniform basic zonal velocity
and temperaturecan occurwhen the velocity is
positive but smaller than the modifiedRossby
critical velocity

sincewe have chosenwaveswith X' • e•' cosly,

sothat OX'/OxandOX'/Oyare 90ø out of phase. In all other casesthe waves are trapped. This

criterion is modified but remains qualitatively
applicable when the zonal velocity and the
becomehomogeneous.
Considernow the right-handsideof equation temperaturevary. The Rossbycritical velocity
8.5. Becauseof the vanishingof M this may be increaseswith the wavelengthsof the disturbance
in the zonal and meridional directions, and
written
these are determined by wavelengthsof the
excitingforces.The principalFourier component
in the spectrum of the northern hemisphere

Thus

the surface and interfacial

--Io •zz-- •

•

:

conditions

• Oyaz

topography has an azimuthal (longitudinal)

Multiplicationof equation2.15 by fop'IN• --- wave number of about 2, correspondingto two
fd•x•/N • andintegrationin x give
continentsand two oceans,and a meridional

•Uo(fo2/N•)B
= p'w'

(latitudinal) wave number somewhat greater

(8.12) than 2. Hence, if we defineL• •

2•r/k and
Ly •-- 2•r/l, L• _< •ra cosq•0= 14,000km at 45ø,

and evaluationof the integralsin equation2.21 and Ly <: •ra = 20,000km. Taking N • ----4 X
for a thin horizontallayer for the caseof sta- 10-• sec-2, correspondingto an isothermal
tionary flow gives
atmosphere,we obtain max Uo <: 38 m sec-•.
If the fi-plane approximationis not made and
(8.13) the motion is expressedin sphericalharmonics
(aUo/aZ)(toV
V')S = d p'w'lz

(seesection
2), k• q- l• isreplaced
by n(n q- 1)/a•,

the first term on the right-hand side of (2.21) where n is the degreeof the sphericalharmonic

vanishing
because
of the phaseshift in OX•/Ox and a is the radius of the earth. The dominant
andOX'/Oy.Differentiation
of (8.12)andsubsti- n may bedeterminedfromthe developmentof the
tution from (8.13) then lead to the resultthat earth's topographyin sphericalharmonicsup to
•B/N • andp'w' -- pBuo/N
• are independent
of order 16 by Prey [1922].He givesthe coefficients
heightif uo • 0. This result wasfirst obtained an, amn,branin the expansionof the nth-degree
by A. Eliassenwho communicated
it to the harmonic
authors.It followsthat equation8.5,aswellasthe
boundaryandinterfaceconditions,
arehomogene-

ous,andwe mayconclude
that OXo/Ot
vanishes
identically,i.e., that the second-order
changes
in the zonal flow are zero.

cos
mkq-b,.,,
sinmk)Pn
'n
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WINTER

POLE

L,AT•

Fig. 1. Mean zonal windsin m sec-• in the upper atmospherefor summerand winter (after
Murgatroyd).

From thesethe root-mean-square
valuescan be summer and about 35 km in winter. Using
Murgatroyd's wind and temperaturedata at
high levels and Kochanski'sat low levels, we
have calculated•2 averagedbetween30ø and 60ø
from the generalexpression3.2. The resultsare
given in Figure 5 for L --= (L•:-• + L•,-•)-•/• =
6000, 10,000, and 14,000 kin, corresponding
to
Uc = 13, 31, and 40 m sec-x, respectively.In
It is found that the dominant n is greater than summer • is negative above 20 km, and in
3, giving Uc < 38 m sec-• as before.Henceone winter it becomesnegative above 30 kin, but
expectstrappingwhen the mean zonal velocity becomespositiveagainfor L = 14,000km above
exceedsapproximatelythis value, or is negative. 55 kin. Our qualitative conclusionsare thus
determined

2(2n
q-1) 2an2

q_
• (n
q-m)
!!(a'"n2
]}2/2
,,,__•
(nm)
+ bran2)

The best available determination of the mean

verified.

We note that there is a jump in • at the
temperaturesand zonal velocitiesin the upper
atmospherefor winter and summer has been tropopausedue to discontinuitiesin N • and
was
given by Murgatroyd [1957] from a critical duo/dz.Wave reflectionat a discontinuity
review of all sources of data that were in exist- discussed
in section6, and a numericalexample
enceat the time of his study. Mean temperatures was worked out in section7. In generala disand zonal velocities between the ground and continuitybetweentwo layers transmitsa large
30 km have been given by Kochanski[1955]for part of the energyunlessthe index of refraction
the months January, April, July, and October in the upperlayer is imaginary.
Sincethe windsin the upper troposphere
and
along the 80øW meridian. Murgatroyd's and
reversein directionfrom summerto
Kochanski'slongitude-heightsectionsof zonal mesosphere
velocityare reproducedin Figuresi to 3. The winter, we might look for intermediateperiods
into theseregionsbecomes
profiles of temperatureand N*' averaged for in whichtransmission
the 30ø to 60ø latitude belt are shownin Figure possible.
Batten[1960]hasprepareda time section
4. It is seen from Figures i and 2 that the of the zonalwind speedfrom rocketobservations
planetary wavesof middle latitudes cannotbe taken in the western United States at a number
expectedto penetrateabove about 20 km in of stations between 30 ø and 40øN. His section is
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shownin Figure 6. A compositemean zonal longer possibleto treat the wave motionsas
disturbancesof a zonal vortex, and values of

wind distribution for the four seasonsat middle

for springwouldnot be meaningful.
latitudes was compiledby averagingMurga- •' computed
troyd's and Kochanski'sdata over the 30ø to The autumnperiodis dominatedby the winter
60øN latitude belt to obtain the s-miner and circumpolarcyclone, which becomeshighly
winter curves,and by averagingBatten's data developedin the latter half. However,as may
over the three-monthperiodsMarch 1 to June 1 be seenfrom Figure 7, the zonal windsare not
and September1 to December1 to obtain the as swift as they later become.Probablyfor this
springand autumn curves.Theseare shownin reasonthe computationof •' for autumn, which
Figure 7. The absenceof appreciablezonal is shownin Figure 8, doesindicatethe possivelocitiesin spring signifiesthat by then the bility of vertical energypropagationinto the
The figureshowsthat energywhich
winter circumpolarvortexhas brokendowninto stratosphere.
a number of cellular circulations. It is then no tunnelsthroughthe layer between10 and 20 km
ß
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will propagateto perhaps60 km but will then
be reflectedby the thick trapping layer above
that height. If energycouldexist at L -- 14,000
km, it would penetrate to 100 km, but such
wavelengthsare unrealisticallylarge.
So far no catastrophicchangesin the upper
atmosphere have been reported. If large
quantitiesof energy were actually to penetrate
into the rarefiedupper atmosphere,strongnonlinear interactions could occur which might
modifythe upperatmospherewind and temperature structure in such a way as to insulate it
against further energy flux. It is remarkable
ZONAL

APRIL

that the modelsso far considered(in which the
undisturbed zonal velocity is a function of

heightonly) permit no suchinteractions(section
8). It is impossibleat presentto say whether
other modelswould give very different results.
More

calculations

with

more realistic

models

are needed to assessthe importance of the
nonlinear interactions.

The foregoing results arc qualitatively in
accord with what is known about the motions in

the upper stratosphere.(The United States
Weather Bureau 10-mb synopticcharts for the
IGY period, July 1957 through June 1958, its
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Verticaltimesectionof zonalwindsin the upperatmosphere
betweenlatitudes30ø and
40øN (after Batten).

100-, 50-, and 30-mb charts for July 1957, and
the daily 25-mb chartsissuedby the Institute
for Meteorology and Geophysicsof the Free
University of Berlin for the period January
throughMarch 1958are available;togetherwith
troposphericcharts, they give an indication of
the links between the upper stratospheric,
lower stratospheric,and troposphericcirculations.) The circulationin the winter hemisphere
is dominatedby a strong cycloniccircumpolar

vortex which at times 'breaks down' and forms

large meanders and cutoff vortices. When the
westerly winds are strong there is no obvious
connection between the upper stratospheric
motionsand thosein the troposphereand lower
stratosphere.The breakdownitself appearsto
be due to someform of instability--not baro-

clinic, perhaps, but barotropic [cf. Murray,
1960]--rather than to an interaction with the
lower atmosphere.After the last breakdown,in
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Fig. 7.

Compositecurves showingseasonalvariation of mean zonal winds in middle latitudes
up to 100 km.
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IOO
March or April, the cyclonic vortex becomes
progressively
weaker,and,at that time,especially
in lower latitudes, there does appear to be a
9o
connection between the upper stratospheric
motionsand the lower stratosphericand tropo8o
sphericmotions; they are similar in scale and
move together. As the summer advances,an
anticycloniccircumpolarvortex is formed,which
?o
reachesa maximumintensity in July and then
diminishesuntil September,when it is quickly
6o
replaced by the winter cyclonic vortex. The
summeranticycloneis remarkably steady and
imperviousto all influencesfrom below; the • 5o
low-level influences do not reappear until
autumn and then only for a short time. The
qualitative evidenceis thus in accordwith our
generalconclusions.

An examination

of Batten's

time cross section

(Figure 6) showsthat the periodsduring which
appreciablelower-upperatmosphereinteraction
can occurare in any caseshort.This observation
has an important bearing on the problem of
the generalcirculationof the upper atmosphere.
It implies that during most of the year the
planetary-wave interactions between the lower
and upper atmospherescan be ignored. The
circulationsof the two parts would thus appear
to be self-containedexceptso far as they interact
through their axially symmetric components,
but from considerations
of the independenceof
the energy sourcesfor the two circulationsit
would be surmised that this interaction, too,
is small.

In summary,we concludethat the escapeof
large amounts of planetary-waveenergy from
the troposphereinto the upper atmosphereis
preventedthroughoutmost of the year by the
easterlyor large westerlyzonal windsabovethe
tropopause.If propagationdoes take place, it
must be during the spring or for a brief period
in the autumn. But eventhen there is apparently
enough trapping to prevent the occurrenceof
an atmosphericcoronaat the dissipativelevels.
In any event the upper atmosphereacts as a
selective shor•-wave filter so that the long
planetary waves producedby forced flow over
continentsor by differential heating over continents and oceansare more likely to penetrate
to high levels than the shorterwavesgenerated
spontaneouslyby baroclinic instability. Since
in most of the year planetary-waveenergy is
trappedin the lower stratosphere,the circulation

5o

2o

t!

I0--

I{ /

AUTUMN

-16

-8

0

8

16

2_4

Fig. 8. The squareof the index of refraction
for autumn, averagedfor the periodSeptember
1 to December 1. See Figure 5 for meaning of
lines.

in the upper stratosphereand mesosphereis,
to a large extent, mechanicallyindependentof
the motionin the loweratmosphere.
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APPENDIX

Boundaryconditionon a mountain. Suppose
there is a rigid surfacewith equation

z=

y)

(the origin of height being chosenso that the
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w' = (aUo/aZ),.oao•/o•

horizontal mean of h is zero). The boundary
condition that this is a streamline is

w = u o•/ox + •, o•/oy

on neglectof terms of order h8. If

(z = •)

go(k',l')e•(•*"•+
•'•) dk' dl'

i.e.,

q_...
w+ • Ow/Oz
+ •1 h• O•w/Oz•

we can treat componentsseparatelyby using

= (u + • Ou/Oz+ ...) o•/ox

w' - (duo/dz),.o
goe•'• cos
• ly

the condition

(z -- o) Thoughgois related to h0by Parseval'stheorem

+ (v + • ovloz+ ...) o•/oy

and is not easy to derive in general, we can
by Taylor's theorem. Now we have taken calculatego directly if h is purely sinusoidal,
u --- (u• -• u', v', w') as a superpositionof a i.e. if h = h•e•(•+•) is the only surfacecommean zonal flow and a small perturbation due ponent. Then
to the mountain.

Therefore

h Oh/Ox= Rehoeø'•Reikhoe•'•
cos
• ly
w' + • Ow'/Oz+ ....

(Uo+ • •iUo/&

+ ... + u' + ...) o•/ox
+ (v' + ...) o•/oy

= --«kho• sin2kx cos
• ly
from which go may be obtained. Thus the

(z = o) boundaryconditionin this caseis

If Uo(0)• 0, it can be seenthat u' is of order

w•

h and

w' = UoOh/Ox

= •t•
•..aoJa•o•
t-v-/ e•,• cos
• ly
\ az/,=o

Note that a sinusoidal mountain

excites atmos-

on neglectof termsof orderh•. If h is absolutely phericwavesof half its length by this means.
In the above case there is interaction of the
integrable and of uniformly bounded variation
in x, y, it has a real Fourier transform ho(k, l) harmonic componentsof the surfaceelevation
and complexrepresentation
in producing baroclinic waves, because the
boundary conditionis quadratic in h. However,
the conditionis linear in u', so thereis no interaction of the baroclinic waves themselves.

In this case all the equations and boundary
conditionsare linear, and soall wave components
are dynamicallyindependentand it is possible
to confineour attention to a typical component.
Thus we may put

In

u0(0)•

fact, atmospheric measurements give

5 m sea-• and (duo/dz)•.o
• 3 m sea-•

km-•, and so a complicatedmixture of both
conditionsshould be used for mountain heights

of the order of 5/3 kin. Sincethis is just the

order of heights that mountainshave, strictly
it is not possibleto use a linear theory at all.
The rigorously required nonlinear boundary
and usethe boundarycondition
condition seemsintractable, but it is also unwarranted
in view of other approximationswe
w' - ikuo(O)hoe
'•'• cosly
(z- O)
have made (e.g., the assumptionthat the height
The linearization of the boundary condition of the mountain is much less than the height
has been implicitly based on the assumption of the tropopause,and the linearization of the
that h is small for givenfunctions•, N 2, u0 with equationsof flow). We aim to do no more than
h Ow'/Oz<< w', etc. If u0(0)• h(duo/dz)•.o, construct a consistent model close enough to
nonlinear interaction of surface components the real atmosphereto estimatethe nature and
occurs. This is illustrated below, where it is magnitudeof vertical energy propagation.This
supposedthat h is small for given Uo(Z)with may be doneby taking

h-

hoe
•• cosly

u0(0) = 0, (duo/dz),.o• O.Then u' is of order
h2, and the boundaryconditionbecomes

Wt ?- WoBi(kz+
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a linear boundary condition, which may be no Gambo, K., The criteria for stability of the westerlies, CollectedMeteorol. Papers, Tokyo, • (2),
more than a definition of Wo(k, l) as a Fourier
December
1950.
componentof wz•.o'.This obviatesthe problem Hines, C. O., An interpretation of certain ionoof origin of the motion and can representany
spheric motions in terms of atmosphericwaves,
J. Geophys.Research,6•, 2210-2•11, 1959.
surface excitation, be it linear or nonlinear
mountain waves, or differential surfaceheating. Koehanski, A., Cross sectionsof the mean zonal

flow and temperature along 80øW, J. Meteorol.,
15, 95-106, 1955.
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